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The MSO nails it again.

While the crowds gathered outside Luna Park for their Spooktober night of fun, the real 
Halloween party was happening next door at the Palais Theatre as the Melbourne Symphony 
Orchestra took to the stage to perform one of the biggest cult horror films ever, The Evil Dead.

For the uninitiated, Sam Raimi’s classic 1981 film tells the story of five college students who 
head to a cabin in the woods for a weekend away. In the cellar, they find the Necronomicon Ex 
Mortis (roughly translated, The Book of The Dead) and unleash a hellish string of demonic forces
upon themselves and the surrounding woods. Filled with Raimi’s trademark visual style and 
slapstick humour, it’s the perfect gory Halloween film to be watched with a group of friends on the
couch or with a crowd of fans in a massive St Kilda theatre.



Providing an extra treat for fans, conductor Brett Kelly and the talented musicians from the MSO 
were joined on stage by the film’s original composer, Joe LoDuca, who joined the company on 
keyboard and guitar. Introducing the film, LoDuca explained how he first got involved with Raimi, 
producer Rob Tapert and star Bruce Campbell as a student in Michigan in the early ’80s, before 
breaking down what was in store for the evening. Having nearly 100 credits to his name, LoDuca 
has returned to his first film score and reimagined it to make it bigger and better.

From the second the film began, the audience was on board. Spontaneous bouts of laughter and
cheering erupted from every axe swing and bad line reading. Even the orchestra members were 
getting into the spirit of it, watching the screen with big smiles on their faces while Ash frantically 
hacks away at his possessed friends.

The performance by the small group of MSO members was top-notch, with the newly reimagined
score providing a more strings-heavy, traditional horror flavour to the classic soundtrack. 
Balancing the tone between the horrific and playful moments, the new orchestration truly 
enhanced the film and the audience showed their appreciation with rapturous applause after 
each piece of music. One highlight was the incredible sequence where Ash ventures into the 
cellar accompanied by light-hearted ragtime music.

It truly was an event for the fans of the series, with pieces from Evil Dead 2 and Army of 
Darkness (also composed by LoDuca) playing during intermission. Diehard devotees of the 
franchise sat alongside those newly acquainted, all revelling in the hilariously over-the-top gore 
and creativity presented on the screen.

LoDuca’s brilliant and bombastic reimagined score, presented alongside a brand new 4K 
rendition of the film (overseen by Raimi), made this the ultimate way to experience “the ultimate 
experience in gruelling terror”. Accompanied by a brilliant performance from the immensely 
talented performers, The Evil Dead marks another fantastic entry into the wonderful series of live 
film scores brought to life by the MSO.
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Cult Of Chucky is a 2017 American supernatural slasher film directed by Don Mancini and starring 
Jennifer Tilly, Brad Dourif & Fiona Dourif. This is the seventh insallment of the fanchise and a sequel 
to the 2013 film Curse Of Chucky. Confined to an asylum for the criminally insane for the past four 
years, Nica Pierce is erroneously convinced that she, not Chucky, murdered her entire family. But 
when her psychiatrist introduces a new therapeutic “tool” to facilitate his patients’ group sessions — an
all-too-familiar “Good Guy” doll with an innocently smiling face — a string of grisly deaths begins to 
plague the asylum, and Nica starts to wonder if maybe she isn’t crazy after all. Meanwhile, Andy 
Barclay, Chucky’s now all-grown-up nemesis from the first three Child’s Plays, races to Nica’s aid. 
But to save her he’ll have to get past Tiffany, Chucky’s long-ago bride, who will do anything, no 
matter how deadly or depraved, to help her beloved evil devilish doll. The score is composed by Joseph
LoDuca.

You got to hand to Chucky and the creators of Chucky. It might not always be the best in horror, but 
they do keep it consistent with writers, directors and actors. They do change composers though. It 
started with Joe Renzetti and LoDuca has scored the last couple of films including this one. Now 
personally I don’t think I’ve seen any Chucky movies since Child’s Play 3 back in the day, but it 
pleases me that he’s still alive and killing. The score opens with ‘Andy’s Cabin’ and it’s draped with 
sadness and despair but it also has a bit of mysterious playfulness about it. I fear we might break out in 
lullaby mode soon. Fear is maybe the wrong word. I would welcome it. A bit of a teaser to start with, a 
little bit scary, but also not so scary. I hope it improves.

Love the main theme though. ‘Cult Of Chucky Main Title’ has a classic Herrmann-esque opening with 
string jabs and some lovely orchestral strings and clock work. It’s all here and it’s pretty great. Is it me 
or does it sound a bit retro? Even the orchestral music sounds like it could be part of something from 
the 80s and then there’s the synth music like in ‘Hard Truths’. Surely that’s something from another 
age. Whatever it is, I love that. It’s things like this, or rather details like this which sets some scores 
apart and this one is a keeper. Granted, it does slow down quite a bit in the second half of the score, but 
there’s something about this, a feeling I have perhaps. I think this is an unusual score for 2017 and that 
increases it’s appeal for me.

HIGHLIGHTS:
2. Cult Of Chucky Main Title
4. Hard Truths
5. Carlos
8. Spoken For
12. Compressed
21. The Three Chuckies

http://www.soundtrackgeek.com/v2/author/soundtr5/
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What is it?: Ever since his rampaging, Necronomicon-opening debut with 
1981’s “The Evil Dead,” Joseph LoDuca has been writing the horror score 
playbook when it comes to musically conjuring all sorts of pesky demons, ghouls
and pissed off spirits (not to mention the monster-battling Amazonian fury of 
Varese’s new “Xena Warrior Princess” box set). No two new scores better 
represent LoDuca’s musical broomstick when it comes to treating the undead 
with Bruce Campbell’s’ hilarious swagger, or hearing the real scary deal by 
doing the DTV sweat with The Cage.

Why should you buy it?: Both Joseph LoDuca and Sam Raimi’s careers were 
made in a backwoods cabin, a place that proved extreme gore could 
successfully flow with over-the-top humor. It’s a combo that’s replicated to 
hilarious, pitch perfect delight for Starz’s “Ash vs. Evil Dead,” proving that the 
cult movies’ creative team have lost none of their smart-assed energy on the 
small screen. If anything, the anything-goes boob tube opens up a whole new 
world of crazed creativity in LoDuca. Given an exceptional, full-on orchestra 
that’s even more epic than “Army of Darkness,” LoDuca jumps right in with 
insanely seriousness that practically blasts off the TV set, capturing the series’ 
outrageous tone with exclamation point music one could imagine accompany a 
1950’s drive-in monster flick. LoDuca wields spaz attack dissonance, rampaging
brass stabbing strings and subtler elements like creepy female voices with 
winking effectiveness. His hopelessly vain, likable idiot of a he-man is given 

http://www.filmmusicmag.com/?author=3
http://www.filmmusicmag.com/


trumpeting superhero music that plays Ash’s can-do Deadite- slaying strains. 
LoDuca is just as brilliant when the music is outrightly laughing at itself, from 
hitting the slapstick violence with all the mayhem of Bugs Bunny cartoon, 
hearing the psychedelia of a demonic acid trip or speeding down a highway to 
hell with heavy metal. There’s even a nice tip of the Spaghetti Western 
sombrero hat, but with just enough sincere drama to give some emotional 
weight to a guy realizing he’s a death sentence to everyone foolish enough to 
join him “Ash Vs. Evil Dead’s” compilation album is a groovy, gonzo delight that 
shows there’s new, furious musical life to be had in the Necronomicon, not to 
mention horror television that doesn’t have to be so damned serious all the time.

Extra Special: There’s nothing to laugh at, and quite a bit to get creeped out by 
in LoDuca’s score for the Nicolas Cage thriller “Pay the Ghost.” Say what you 
will about so much of the over-working actor’s prolific output ending up on 
iTunes, but most of it is actually quite entertaining, especially this “Ring”-ish tale 
of a professor trying to retrieve his witch-napped son from the Twilight Zone. It’s 
any father’s most unlikely fear, and LoDuca’s relentless use of razor-scraped 
metallic effects accounts for must of “Ghost’s” completely unsettling effect, its 
samples joined with hushed, mumbling, gasping children’s voices, as well as the
eerie sing-song voice of an Irish sorceress. The Crone’s ethnicity is conjured 
with striking use of the fiddle, and an organ-backed Gaelic chant of “The Portal 
Song. And even if “Ghost” can’t pay for the kind of orchestra at “Ash’s” disposal, 
the intimacy here brings out real ingenuity from the most nightmarish recesses 
of LoDuca’s sample-driven imagination. While you might smile a bit at its 
eccentric NYC street marching band music, this “Ghost” is all about jump-
scaring the hell out of you at effective and disturbing frequency, plunges the 
listener into Halloween’s witching hour.
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Joseph LoDuca has scored enough television shows to open a musical bibliothèque , and Varese 

Sarabande has been there to collect most of his voluminous efforts from “Hercules” to “Xena” and 

“Spartacus” and their attendant TV feature spin-offs. TNT’s “The Librarians” takes the reverse path of 

taking a bunch of hit made-for’s into a series, with LoDuca’s music being their happy constant for over a

decade, especially in this thrilling depository from the show’s first season (and now entering its second).

For these ersatz Indiana Joneses traipsing about the world in search of rare, and often supernatural 

artifacts, LoDuca’s music has a sense of fun that’s as much hipster spy music as it is John Williams-

style adventure. That jokey spirit was certainly in evidence for LoDuca on such heroically tongue-in-

cheek cult shows as “The Adventures of Brisco County Jr.,” “Jack of Hearts” and “Cleopatra 2525.” Now

the ambitious scope of “The Librarians” really allows LoDuca to show off just about every other 

energetic style he’s honed, from spectral, swooning strings and a female voice to glistening emotion, 

Saturday morning serial peril, magical choruses and Danny Ocean fat jazz, with all given an 

exceptionally well-performed symphonic work-out. There’s also a sense of honor to the music, reflecting

just how important these characters’ searches are in spit of the energetic, sparkling humor that infuses 

the album. Certainly one of the most entertaining show collections in LoDuca’s career that continues to 

stuff the melodic musical shelves to dizzying overflow, “The Librarians” big screen, thematic sound 

certainly makes it a most definite add on to your collection.

http://www.filmmusicmag.com/?author=3
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